Chapter 1

Allie was only vaguely aware of the shuffle of coats and canvases and the clink of brushes in jars around her. For the past three hours she’d been laser focused on the still life set up before her, and she would be damned if she would stop until…

“Everyone else has left,” a familiar deep, rumbling baritone intoned from off to the side, and with a start the feline looked up in time to see the last of her classmates shuffling out the door, all of their easels now tellingly empty.

“Oh, I… I’m sorry Mister Nyan--… Kwame,” she corrected herself haltingly, remembering her professor’s penchant for formalities. Or rather, the lack thereof. “I guess I was in the zone.” Though sitting back now, she had to grimace at her canvas for all she had to show for it. It wasn’t finished, that could be excused, but even the few hours worth of work had not brought any life or color to the painting. It was flat, desaturated, chalky almost. Allie sighed, metronoming her gaze between the subject and her canvas. “Not that you can tell.”

She’d had much higher hopes for herself when she’d signed up for this intermediate painting class, during her sophomore year at university. She’d always nurtured a bit of an artistic streak as a child, even if it had never stretched beyond doodling in margins of notebooks or on the backs of homework, but it was humbling to find that what she’d hoped was a natural spark of talent… well. Wasn’t.

“You expect too much too quickly,” her professor commented, and shyly the cat’s gaze darted up to him for the first time since he’d spoken. Like most elephants, Kwame was built broad and tall, not overweight but hardly the toned and carved physique of a body-builder either. Thick slabs of heavy muscle just seemed to come with the pachyderm package. He was dressed in his customary worn jeans and flannel shirt with its sleeves rolled to the elbows, exposing the corded sinew of his forearms. Were it not for his paint-spattered apron, thick dreadlocks and mild Ghanaian accent, she might have teased him for dressing like a lumberjack. He was certainly an interesting study in contrasts, and she would not deny that she had been harboring a steadily growing crush on the young professor since the course had started.

“It is only the third week,” he went on, amused. “And I am taking away your white paint privileges.”

Looking to the canvas again, Allie flushed mildly beneath her fur. She admittedly did go a little crazy with her tube of titanium white, and the resulting array of colors were muted and pale. “Is it salvageable?”

“Always,” Kwame chuckled, and gestured to the canvas. “May I? You do not have another class to get to?”

“Oh! Uh, no, not at all. I mean yes, you may, and no, I don’t,” Allie sputtered out, groaning mentally at her fumbling tongue. Though Kwame made it a point to get around to each person’s work during the session, it was a large class this semester and his critique tended to be brief. Receiving his undivided attention was a rare treat, and she stood aside to allow him space in front of the canvas.

The elephant hummed idly to himself as he considered her painting, interchanged with glances at the still life. “It is not bad,” he emphasized, honest and yet gentle with her ego. “Your forms are very good, accurate, but you are too shy with your colors. Despite that you are covered with them.” He smiled, and the cat brushed shyly at her calico coat, flattered. Self-conscious as she might have been, it was one of her few assets that she took some pride in.

“This vase… which colors did you use for it?” Kwame glanced to her palette, where she hesitantly pointed out a few salmon and pink-ish squeezes of pigment. He nodded thoughtfully. “I will mix the colors that I see, yes? Then you may judge.”

“Yeah, of course,” Allie offered with another hasty nod, stepping back to watch. And she did try to pay attention to her professor’s process, ears pricking as she watched him mix a bold cadmium red with a smidge of veridian, pointedly avoiding the white altogether. A purpled tint soon followed, a touch of orange and…

Well, so much for trying, her attention had already drifted to Kwame himself. She never would have fancied herself being attracted to an elephant. As a general rule she tended to admire the typical handsome stallions, wolves, cocky tomcats… and yet there was something incredibly endearing about his patience combined with wry charm. He always presented himself so calmly, despite his size and a few telling marks of life experience on his body, such as a torn left ear and a broken tusk on the same side. The ivory of the latter had been ground down smooth and unassuming.

And then there was the trunk, the most obvious elephantine feature and definitely a subject of interest for her. For the most part she did not see him gesticulate with it much, though he seemed inclined to use it as a third hand, and as usual his brushes and palette knives were held in a coil of it rather than in the pockets of his apron. He plucked one of the latter from it absent-mindedly, folding together a creamy dollop of mixed pigment.

“Can you paint with that?” She wondered suddenly, the question falling out before she had time to consider its apparent randomness.

Kwame’s eyes darted back up to her with the expected confusion. “I’m sorry?”

“No, I‘m… ugh,” the cat flattened a hand over her face in embarrassment. She offered a nervous laugh. “I’m sorry, I meant your…” She nodded towards the appendage tentatively and continued with a shy grin, “I’ve just been wondering. I was paying attention, I swear.”

To her relief, the elephant laughed in his typical rich, warm fashion. “Yes, but to what, I wonder,” he smiled, and lifted his trunk in acknowledgement. “I can, but it is not as steady, and I must paint in fear of the occasional sneeze.”

He would have to mention it, even in playful joking fashion. Allie had been trying hard not to think about that particular prospect, but the idea made her blush beneath her fur again, and her fingers curl around the hem of her shirt. But… she couldn’t let bait like that go unprovoked. How many opportunities like this did she get?

“I guess colds would pretty much put you out of work, huh?” She giggled softly. Kwame did not seem to mind the departure from the lesson, and winked.

“You do not even want to imagine it, trust me.”

Another grin from her, easier this time. “Nose bleeds?”

“Like the First Plague.”

That earned a genuine laugh from the feline, and she clasped her arms behind her to rock back on her heels. “Maybe I don’t want one after all…” Letting the subject drop for fear of seeming too obvious, she looked back to the colors he’d mixed. “They’re much brighter… won’t it stand out too much?”

Kwame shook his head slightly, the thick mess of blonde dreadlocks shifting over his shoulders. “You will find hints of the same colors elsewhere in the composition, to balance it. Would you like me to…?” He nodded towards the canvas.

“Oh, please.” It was one of the things she appreciated about his teaching method. With their permission, he was happy to place down a few guiding lines or points of color to build from. There were only so far words could go, and for someone as uncertain as she, it was nice to have the hands-on approach.

She watched with renewed interest as he scraped the excess paint away and began to layer back in small patches of those rich, dark tones on the vase, in the shadows of the cloth, in the glass bottles. It was amazing the colors he found where she might not have otherwise expected them, unifying the composition. So focused on this, Allie barely noticed the little occasional twitches and tightening of his trunk’s coils until he actually reached up a free hand to briefly massage the base.

Snapping out of her reverie, the calico cast her professor a deliberating sidelong glance. “Are you okay?”

Kwame chuckled softly in response, although it was weaker this time as he rubbed a hand over the thick muscle. “You spoke too much about it, now I have to sneeze,” he replied teasingly. Allie could have died. Was he serious?

“Should I ah… duck and cover?” She picked up on his humor a little, though her tail flicked in anticipation.

There was a slight smile from her professor, despite his obvious nasal irritation. “I think… it is stuck, but I will warn you.” As a precautionary method, he gathered his brushes into the free hand, leaving the appendage free to twitch and wrinkle while he dutifully finished his illustrative point. Allie couldn’t have cared less if the canvas had spontaneously caught fire, at that point.

After only a moment or two of this, Kwame reflex-twitched a hand back to his trunk, strong fingers pinching the muscle uneasily as he took a step back from the painting. A small spatter of paint migrated from the brush to his dark skin, giving the impression of freshly spilled blood. “Ugh, excuse me, I…”

His breath caught weakly and his head turned, although she could see the tip of his nose curve sinuously upwards, trembling.

“H-huh…!”

Allie was beginning to debate whether she ought to actually brace for impact, when all at once the pachyderm relaxed with an irritated sigh, trunk coiling under into a tight, almost protective spiral. The sensation had apparently receded into waiting once more.

“Forgive me. This could go on for hours,” he admitted ruefully, and gestured instead towards the painting. “Do you see? If you rework the fabric like this, push your contra-… h-hah! Ah!”

Once more he was cringing away, the impressive length of the appendage poised in a shakily inverted arch, so that she could see the flat underside, slightly pinker than the rest of his burnt umber skin as if somebody had trailed a line of blush beneath his nose. She wished she could see his nostrils, no doubt they were flaring open in anticipation. However, Kwame only held the position for an agonizing few seconds before blowing his breath out again in a frustrated sigh. "I will need to find some pepper, I think," the painter grumbled with the first real touch of annoyance she'd heard from him, scrubbing a pair of fingers just under the base of his trunk. He was kidding again, but the comment was enough to spur the calico into a rare moment of spontaneity.

"I could help, if... if you want," she began, creeping a hand towards her paint box. The elephant looked to her with that same bewildered surprise.

"Pardon?"

Allie plucked up a thin, tapered brush from the paintbox, new and unsullied. She stroked the white tips lovingly smooth, and held it out to him. Kwame rose an eyebrow. "Never used, I promise," she assured, changing her mind and holding it in one hand as if meaning to apply it to canvas, while she stretched the other out palm-up in plain invitation. This was weird as hell, and probably wildly inappropriate, but she was half-crazy with anticipation at this point.

He seemed to catch on, but eyed her uncertainly, trunk held close and off one side as if drawing as far away from the potential invader as possible. "I don't thi- hh!" Whatever was tickling him initially seemed to flare up again, making him furrow his brow and eyes into tight creases of irritation.

To Allie's vast surprise, he seemed to give in and tentatively offered her the tip of his nose. "I will... try not to sneeze on you."

"If you do, I get an A for the semester," she tried to joke, lightening the mood. She had to struggle to steady her breathing and treat this as clinically as possible, despite the fact that her thighs were nearly clenched with lust beneath her skirt. Despite her definite crush on him, she didn't want the rest of the semester to be all weird. Well... weirder than he probably already considered her...

Carefully, she took the end of the trunk in hand, privately marvelling at the sensation of fur on his warm, leathery skin. She was immediately aware of just how muscular it was, too. She could have guessed as much, given how prehensile it seemed to be, but feeling the little tics and shivers of it in her hand... he could have easily tossed someone across the room with it if he so chose.

Making a mental note to never piss off an elephant, she turned the end up towards her to assess the damage. Judging by the brief wrinkling twitches at its base and Kwame's uneasy breaths, he wasn't far off. She'd have to make this count. A thumb pressed gently against his septum for a moment, wriggling it with the tiniest of movements.

"Uhh-!"

The effect on him was immediate, trunk arching in her restraining grasp, and nostrils beginning to quiver. Having some idea that it might overtake him suddenly, Allie hastily snatched up a clean rag from her paintbox and steadied the trunk with it in hand. She slowly brought the brush forward to trace around one irritated nare, tiny synthetic hairs prickling the pinkened interiors.

"H-huh! Miss Mason..."

His eyes were watering severely now, and little tremors were pulsing down the length of his nose. On a random whim, she tickled the brush just under the tip for a moment, as one might a baby's chin, and this was where he suddenly lost control.

"HUH! ....HEHSSSHHIEHH!!" The trunk snapped free of her grasp just in time to aim the impressive blast at the floor. The resulting explosion of air scattered a few papers left behind, creating a miniature whirlwind as Kwame drew in a shaking, unrelieved breath for a second.

"HEH! HAEHSSHHHHu!!" That one made her knees weak and her skirt flutter. The trunk was coiling back for yet another when she managed to snag it, capping the tip with the rag before he sneezed her whole painting dry unintentionally.

"HEH'SSHHHNN!!" A third blasted through the tickling length of his nose, barely contained by the thick cloth. The fourth and fifth followed in similar succession. "Heh-hh! H'SSSHHNNK-! ...Heh'SSHHNN!"

Holding onto his quaking trunk felt like grappling with a loaded gun, especially as he seemed to be gearing up for a sixth. Good lord, had she set him off that badly? Was he getting sick?

"Ah...!"

She tightened her grip on the appendage as if it were an unruly serpent to be wrestled into submission, closing the makeshift handkerchief tight around the business end.

"Hehh!"

The temptation to hug the trunk tight to her body passed through her subconscious, but she quickly squashed the notion. That would be overstepping her boundaries even further, and she was not entirely sure that she wouldn't spontaneously orgasm from feeling the explosive tremors rip through so close to her core. The idea alone...

"HEH!" Her eyes squeezed shut in tandem with his as she squared her shoulders and braced for the culmination. ".... H- HAEHSSHHHIEUHH!!"

His trunk spasmed violently in her hands with the effort of clearing the persistent tickle, and she could feel the resulting eruption of hot air against her hand, even though the thick fabric. There was a brief, uncertain catch of breath that nearly boggled her. If he hadn't sneezed it out by now...

But at length, Kwame heaved a euphoric-sounding sigh, letting his nose go completely limp and dangling weakly from her grasp. "Meda ase," he groaned in a language that fell totally foreign to her ears. Touching a hand to his brow, he offered her a weak smile, attempting to recover some of his bearing. "Excuse me. That almost killed me."

Allie gawked shamelessly, letting him take the rag from her and mop at his streaming eyes and nose. "I can tell! Bless you. Is... does that always happen?"

Chuckling softly, her professor pinned his ears and shook his head. "Not that badly. I am sorry..." Even with his unshakeable calm, he seemed slightly chagrined that she'd been witness and accomplice to the whole matter.

It was the calico's turn to shake her head now, taking a bold step forward and placing a hand flat on the base of his trunk, just below his face. He blinked, startled, but did not flinch, and she could no longer feel the desperate little tics of the muscles within, so it seemed safe. "Don't apologize, you couldn't help it. It's not like I'm gonna tell anyone. Besides, it was really nice of you to stay after class and help me," she murmured, just now recalling her painting which, mercifully, had not budged during Kwame's episode. He sniffed softly beneath her palm and as if suddenly aware of the intimacy in the touch, she snatched her hand back with a blush. He was still her professor, what was she thinking...

"Oh, I... I'm sorry, that's really inappropriate, I shouldn't..."

To her surprise, the elephant caught the receding hand in one of his, strong and thick-fingered in a way that made her wonder how his touch with the canvas could be so delicate. "By university law, probably," he chuckled, laying the other hand atop hers and giving a light, appreciative squeeze before releasing it. "But I did not say I minded."

Her blush rose in full-force, rendering her face quite pink beneath the thin coat of white fur. Was... was he flirting with her? Her stomach did a little giddy flip. Maybe he hadn't been put off by the whole thing after all, maybe he'd been intrigued, or at least grateful that her word was mum. She turned, beginning to hastily pack her supplies as she considered the options.

"W-well then, would it be alright if I stayed after again for a few minutes, next time?" She tried to inquire smoothly, turning a glance towards him. The elephant was smiling in his typical wry manner again, all evidence of his brief fit gone but for the white cloth he still held loosely in one hand. The other was carefully returning his brushes to the customary coil of his nose.

"I think that would be fine."

Chapter 2

She knew how silly it was to daydream over something like this, but logical or not Allie’s heart was thumping gleefully in her chest that Thursday as she made her way to the art center. She tried to be realistic, assuring herself that very likely her professor had completely put the little incident from their last class out of his mind. He had been his usual polite, friendly self, nothing more. And yet… even if that was all, a little extra attention from the subject of a girlish crush could do absolute wonders for her mood. It was even enough to counteract the misery of plodding through the wet, cold snow that had begun to fall an hour earlier. It was going to be miserable driving by tonight, and like most students she was holding onto a shred of hope that classes would be canceled tomorrow.

The calico managed to navigate herself through the slush and into the welcome heat of the creative arts building. She’d get three whole hours with Kwame, fix that damned painting, and then hopefully look forward to a nice, long weekend indoors.

But, as she should have predicted, life and Murphy’s Law both had a tendency to punch her in the gut whenever she let her daydreams get carried away with her. This time, the sucker-punch came in the form of a small white piece of paper taped to the locked door of Kwame’s studio classroom.

ARTS 532, 551 canceled today. Sorry for the short notice, enjoy your weekend! - K.N.

Allie’s heart dropped out of her throat and into her stomach with an almost palpable ‘thunk!’ Damn. While most students would have been elated, since she had no other classes for the today and could now spend it goofing off instead, the cat let her tail droop in disappointment. Well. Maybe it was a sign from the universe or something that it had been nothing to get excited over anyway.

Ears low, she readjusted her paint box and turned to begin the long trudge back to her dorm. The weather was supposed to turn pretty nasty, probably he hadn’t wanted to drive in it, or maybe he really had been too weirded out by their last session and didn’t want to see her or…

Or maybe he was still here, as the line of light from beneath his office door suggested. Pausing in her egress from the building, she glanced around at the other offices, some occupied and some not, and then back to Kwame’s, reading his absurdly complicated surname clearly on the door tag. Usually he had an open door policy, but the light was unarguably on. If he was here…

Deciding that he could always pointedly not answer and resolving to go on her way if this was the case, she set her paint box down. Straightening up, Allie knocked tentatively on the door, knuckles rapping over various art prints and flyers for guest lectures, courses abroad, and other paraphernalia.

“Mister Nyankomago?”

There was a brief pause. Spirits sagging, the cat bent to re-collect her things, when a bleary voice replied from the other side of the door.

“Come in.”

Her ears pricked as she shot back up. Success! The door gave in to a little push, allowing her to tentatively peek inside.

She had been in his office once or twice before due to scheduling or grading questions, and it was in its usual delightfully chaotic disarray of papers, canvases, supplies, mannequins, odd bits of object fodder for still lives, and the like. Kwame was there too, of course, his colorful persona blending right into the atmosphere, although this time he was not engrossed in a painting or a gradebook. Instead, her professor was slumped at his desk in a posture of abject misery, looking as if he’d just barely picked his head up off of folded arms. His expression showed an attempted smile, but his features were quite obviously drawn and crumpled tissues littered the desk about him, with one still clutched in his hand. Sitting up a bit, he touched it to the end of his trunk with a watery sniffle that displayed the raw pink state of his nostrils.

“Miss Mason. To what do I owe the pleasure?”

Not bothering to correct the formality of using her last name since she had unthinkingly done the same, Allie could only look upon her teacher with a swelling of sympathy. “I… I just saw your light on, I was curious why class was canceled but… I can see for myself.” The elephant had clearly caught one hell of a cold. At least that explained his frantic and unexpected sneezing fit the other day, poor thing. “You should be home in bed.”

“That is the plan,” he agreed with a nod, brushing his knuckles in a half-hearted scrub beneath his trunk, as though it itched him but he hadn’t the energy to fight it off anymore.

“Well, why aren’t you?” Allie accused with a playful arch of her brows.

She received another weak smile for her efforts, accompanied by a stuffy sniff. “I am afraid that I am at the mercy of public transit, the bus does not come until three,” he replied.

She spared a glance towards her watch with an uncertain frown. Fifteen minutes to wait. Not excruciating, but if he felt half as sick as he looked, that on top of a crowded bus ride did not sound tolerable. “You don’t have a car?”

Kwame parked his jaw in one hand and sighed softly. “The life of an art professor is not as glamorous or well-paid as you may think.” There was some of his usual humor. “I only live down town, it is not far.”

“But you’re sick,” Allie protested, a notion half-forming in her head. “I hope at least…” She hesitated, blushing but curious. “At least your girlfriend will make you soup and tea and stuff.”

Even half-conscious, he seemed to pick up on her implication, and rose an eyebrow at her. “You are as subtle as a freight train, Miss Mason,” he admonished with gentle amusement. “I do not have a girlfriend.”

Well then. “Boyfriend?”

Kwame shook his head, one hand gently rubbing at the base of his trunk. She knew what that signaled by now, but a more pressing issue occurred to her.

“But… who takes care of you when you’re sick?”

He chuckled softly as he massaged, the sound threatening to turn into a cough. “I take care of myself, it is a thing that some adults do…”

She resisted the urge to poke her tongue out at him. Just why was it that he seemed so easy to talk to? And yet here he was, sick and alone and looking as if he was about to…

“H-heh! HEH’SHIEEUUHH!” The elephant sneezed abruptly, his efforts at waylaying the tickle having obviously failed. The tip of his trunk curled backwards a moment, twitching wildly, before burying itself in a fresh handful of tissues with an explosive second.  “Heht’KEHSSSHHNN!” He groaned softly in the aftermath. “Excuse me.”

“Bless you,” Allie chirped, feeling as though this phrase was hardly adequate enough to cover his tremendous sneezes. “Well, even if you are a real live grown up with a  job,” she began with a smile, aware that there were only eight or ten years between them at most. “Taking the bus when you’re sick is awful. My car is right over in B Lot, and yours was my only class today, I’d be happy to…you know…”

He looked surprised a moment, and she wondered if she’d toed the line again. Sure it wasn’t a thing that most students would do for their professors, but given the circumstances…

After a few beats during which he seemed to be actually considering the suggestion, Kwame shook his head and sniffed. “I could not ask such a thing of you, Allie,” he sighed, seeming nevertheless willing to revert back to first-name basis.

“You’re not asking,” she pointed out primly. “I’m offering.” He paused again, earning a roll of her eyes. Men. They were so damned stubborn, and she’d had the poor sense to be smitten with a pachyderm, on top of it. They tended to be fairly immoveable, both mind and body, when they’d set themselves to something. “It’s really no big deal, especially if you live downtown, I can just swing by and be out of your hair before you know it.”

At last, her professor seemed to relent, gathering his attache case and wearily hauling himself to his feet. “How I let you talk me into these things…” He began teasingly, as if their previous encounter was a basis of comparison.

“Because they’re logical and right decisions and will make you feel better,” she declared, mood once again brightened as she flashed him her teeth. “C’mon, it’s not far…”

----

Her promise held true. A short walk through the increasing snow squalls had brought them to her car parked in the nearby lot. She had briefly wondered if he would be too tall to even fit in the old station wagon, but her fears proved thankfully unfounded.

As she pulled onto one of the avenues leading off campus, however, she was beginning to suspect that this ride wasn’t any more comfortable for him than the bus would have been. Even if he did fold up nicely enough to fit in the seat, the painter did look rather cramped, ducking his head slightly and having tucked most of his nose inside the front panels of his coat. Presumably this was to avoid taking out her windshield if he sneezed unexpectedly, for which she was grateful, but there was a certain disappointment too. It soon became obvious that the hot, dry air blasting from the heater was wreaking quiet havoc on his sinuses, as well. Though he responded politely to her little questions and small-talk, she could hear his sniffling increase threefold along with the occasional hesitating, hitched breath. A finger quickly fitted beneath the base of his trunk seemed to assuage the urges temporarily, but it was doing very little for his overall health or her increasing desire to dive across the car and ravish him.

Five or ten minutes of agonizing hang-time passed this way, until at least the irritation seemed too much for him to take and the elephant began shakily searching down his pockets for a stray bit of tissue.

Allie traded hasty sidelong glances at him with her focus on the road. Damn, he wasn’t going to last much longer, and she could only hope that her tiny car could take the immense, shuddering force of his explosions.

“You, ah, okay?”

“I am sorry, Allie,” he quavered, accent much thicker in the midst of his sneezy desperation. “I have such a tickle in my trunk…”

Her heart broke at his apologetic anguish. Safety be damned, she reached across him to pop open the glove box, blindly searching for some extra fast-food napkins she knew she’d stashed away in case of sudden spills. Or elephantine professors with colds, apparently.

In the process of stretching for the glove box, her arm must have brushed his nose where it was hidden away inside his coat, for his expression suddenly tightened into a deeply irritated grimace. “Ahh-hh!”

“Shit, hang on,” she promised. “I know I’ve got some napkins here somewhere.”

“A-ahh!”

“Just a second,” she soothed, trying to keep one eye on navigating the highway as she groped for the familiar texture.

“Ah-hhh…!”

She could tell he was about to lose it, and was beginning to withdraw a hand back to steady the wheel in preparation when all at once she caught the edge of the small, crumpled stack. Aha!

“Sorry about that. Here,” she offered, hastily pressing the napkins into his hands. Rough and thin, but they would have to do. Kwame hardly seemed picky at the moment, as he swiftly withdrew his trunk from the coat and buried himself in the nest of paper.

“AHH’SHIEEUHHHH!!” A quick, trembling breath, then… “HEH’SHIEEUHHH! Hh… hh… -- Hh‘SSHHNNN!”

He sneezed twice more in muffled succession, each one shaking his whole body as well as the frame of the car, but that effect was slight at best. Much less disastrous than she’d imagined, as there was no danger of suddenly careening off the road or having her whole ride rattled apart. Generic Old Red Beaters had evidently been built to withstand quite a bit.

“Bless you! That is one hell of a cold,” she remarked, almost breathless herself as she caught a sideways look at him.

The elephant looked perfectly miserable as he sniffled back the remainder of the brief fit, trying to salvage what he could of the decimated napkins. She could have sworn he was flushed slightly beneath that dark skin, but it was difficult to tell while keeping her eyes on the road. “Please forgive me, it could not be helped…”

God. If she’d had a crush on him before, there was something about a sick man that not only tugged but forcefully yanked on her heart strings. Lust mode and mothering mode was an interesting balance to try and strike. Allie sighed as she flicked the directional on and swung out of highway traffic towards the Main Street exit.

“You don’t have to keep apologizing, Kwame. It really doesn't bother me. Which street did you say again?”

"Woodbury," he replied, and sank back with soft, repeated snufflings, slipping his trunk back into his coat. "It bothers me."

She had never seen him so down before, and ached to do something that would improve his spirits. This quieter, almost despondent side of her professor was unsettling. Weaving her way through a bit of mid-day traffic, she eventually found the road in question and pulled into a parking space outside his apartment building.

"Thank you for the ride," he murmured, seeming genuinely appreciative despite his obvious discomfort. "You did not have to go out of your way but..."

"Shush," she scolded, waving a hand and keeping an eye on him warily as he made to open the car door. "You going to be okay up there, though? You look like you're about to collapse." That, and she had no desire to see him go, even if his mood was rapidly declining. Perhaps even because of that. The thought of him nursing a terrible cold alone... but then, it wasn't her place to invite herself in.

"I will be fine, just tired," he assured with a hazy smile, opening the door. A winter chill rushed in along with a few flakes, making his nose wrinkle slightly at the sudden temperature change.

"You're sure? If you need some soup or anything..." Okay. She couldn't outright invite herself in, but she could strongly imply! Fortunately, Kwame seemed to pick up on this and actually made an amused little noise.

"I am not much company at the moment, but you are welcome to come up. I owe you a cup of tea at least." Despite his weariness, he didn't appear put off by the idea. No sooner had he offered than she was popping out of her side and circling around the car to meet him.

"You don't have to entertain," she reassured. "And if I'm being too forward just... I don't know, toss me out or something. I just wanna make sure you're okay. Being sick by yourself sucks."

"So it does," he agreed hoarsely, finding his keys and letting her into the building ahead of him.

Chapter 3

Kwame's building was an average little complex, with his apartment on the third floor. Not a dump, not the Ritz. His own personal space, as he flicked on the light behind her, proved to be surprisingly tasteful and welcoming for being a bachelor pad. A large living room dominated the majority of the layout, with a little open kitchen and doors leading off to what she presumed was a bedroom, bathroom, maybe a spare room or makeshift studio. The furniture was a bit minimal, but she figured he had to maximize his space a bit given his large frame, and it was a welcome change from her cluttered dorm and over-crowded family home.

"Aw, this is really...wow, are these yours?" She suddenly took notice of the unframed art that hung on a few of the walls, filling in otherwise empty space. The colors were incredible, glowing but not saccharine, forming a series of what appeared to be abstract landscapes. She'd seen him paint or draw with the class once or twice with startling skill, assigning himself the same subject matter as they had, but there was something intriguing about seeing a teacher's personal work.

"They are," Kwame agreed, shedding his coat and attache to the back of a couch and standing poised for a moment with trunk aloft. "It is a bit egoti-... ihh!"

Allie tore her gaze away from the canvases long enough to see him wrinkle the entire length of his nose and suddenly snap forward with an enormous, uncovered explosion, now that he was in his own space. "HEH'AAESHHHIEUH!" The trunk twitched a moment, held raised in uncertainty, but he let it drop with a sigh after a few seconds. "Pardon. It is a bit egotistical, perhaps, but also does not cost me to decorate, so..."

"If I could paint like you do, I'd be hanging my stuff everywhere," she replied, meandering from wall to wall as she inspected the pieces. She had never shown much discernment for abstract art, but these were almost rippling with energy, equal parts organic influence and showing hints of traditional African art concepts. Interesting. "They're beautiful, is there a story here or...?"

"There is, for me," Kwame snuffled, crossing into another room briefly and returning with a long-missed square of white fabric in one hand. "But I prefer to leave them open to interpretation."

She nodded her understanding, albeit still with an insatiable curiosity as to what his interpretation was. She would have to pick his brain later, for now she realized that she'd gotten a bit caught up with exploring. Hastily, she turned back to her impromptu host. Patient. Whatever.

"How are you feeling?"

He offered a tired smile and blotted the handkerchief at the tip of his trunk. "I have been better. Let me put some tea on..."

"Ah-ah-ah," the calico admonished, finding uncommon reserves of boldness around him for some reason. Stepping forward, she put a hand on each broad shoulder, careful not to jostle the sensitive nose unbidden, even as much as she ached to. Instead, she gave him a little push towards the couch. "You sit, I can... probably figure this out without burning anything down."

"I am not entirely convinced," Kwame protested, but let himself be bullied into flopping down with a thump and creak from the sofa. Presumably it was accustomed to such abuse.

"I said probably!" Allie sing-songed in her defense from the kitchen. Nevertheless, there were only so many ways to operate an electric stove, and the kettle was already sitting atop it. She rattled it under the tap to refill and left it to boil while she went lazily rifling through his cupboards for tea and cups. As a rule, she tried not to be too nosy, but she did let her eyes skim his food absent-mindedly as she searched. It was an eclectic mix of grains, fruits, vegetables, some products she'd never heard of... no meat, though. Probably he was vegetarian. Chicken soup was out, damn.

"Hh- hh! H'SHIEUHH!" Another sneeze erupted from the living room, a second and third close behind. Swearing idly to herself for missing them, she finally uncovered a couple of mugs and a box of rooiboos and went skittering back into the living room. Kwame had sunk bonelessly down into the couch cushions and was strenuously clearing his nose, though this petered out abruptly as he saw her return. Prude.

"Bless you," she offered belatedly, and plopped down nearby, unsure how close was too close for his comfort. Her ears perked suddenly, as she got a good look at him. "Oh, you took your dreads down..."

Blinking in mild surprise, Kwame touched the blonde ropes of hair that now spilled freely over his back and shoulders, loosed from the usual thick ponytail he gathered them into. "Ah, yes," he agreed, sounding much less stuffy than he had for the past hour, the nose blow apparently having done him some good.

"I like them like that." On a whim, she reached out to touch one of the strands draped over his bicep, fingering the coarse hair before suddenly becoming aware of what she was doing and jerking back again with fresh flush. "Sorry, that was... I don't want to make you uncomfortable or impose on your or anything. I know we're not allowed to really fraternize, to whatever extent that means, or if you'd want to anyway, bu-..."

"Allie," he interrupted her ramble, and placed a hand on hers. When her mouth had shut in surprise, he continued with his usual patience. "I would not have accepted your offer and invited you into my apartment if I did not enjoy your company or feel some attraction towards you. You are allowed to touch me," he chuckled softly, removing his hand. "Although on that note, I do not wish to lose my job, so..."

She nodded quickly, catching his meaning. Right then, a little fraternizing was alright, but she had to be mindful of how personal it got and what she told anyone else. Moreover, he'd admitted his interest in her, and that alone was enough to inspire the calico to scoot forward on the couch a little. "Yeah, I get it." But with that allowance, she was sure as hell going to test the waters a bit.

One hand reached out to lay a hand slowly, gently at the base of the trunk, where he seemed less prone to accidental irritation. It wrinkled beneath her touch, but there was no tell-tale reflexive catching of his breath, his body instead seeming to relax as he closed his eyes. When she felt his long nose brush briefly between them, she carefully, so carefully reached for the sensitive appendage, curling her fingers indulgently around the middle section. It was incredibly warm and strong, she could feel the muscles in it shift and ripple simply by the effort of his soft, repetitive sniffling. The thought of them quivering powerfully in the grip of one of his sneezes, well. It made her squirm just to consider.

His expression was hesitant, eyes cracking open, but the touch was apparently gentle enough that he didn't complain. Thus given free reign, her fingertips played over the little wrinkles and creases in his loose skin and ran lazily across the ridged back. That seemed to be a bit more provocative to his sinuses, for she felt the muscles beneath her hand clench briefly, and the pinkened tip arch with uncertainty. Recalling how knee-shakingly erotic it had been holding his trunk as he'd sneezed the other day, she wondered if she could slyly arrange for another incident. Feigning obliviousness to his tensed muscles, her touch scaled down to the end of his nose slowly, tracing her nails lightly across the underside as she went. 

"Ah-hh!"

There it was, and she hadn't even gotten all the way down. Admittedly she would have been a lot more nervous around an elephant with a cold, were it not for his tendency to give ample warning with those build-ups, as if the irritation had to slowly crawl up the entire length of his trunk each time. In fact, that gave her an idea.

"Oh," she gasped with forced innocence, "I didn't mean to tickle you..." In an effort to amend the situation, she reached up to squeeze a hand under the base of his nose, as she had seen him do a few times when fighting the urge. The pressure didn't seem to have much effect on the irritated pachyderm, however, his trunk already curling back into the customary spiral as he drew another trembling breath.

"H-heh!"

Oh, hell. That left her with the very real possibility of getting knocked off the couch, then. Kwame was grimacing deeply with the effort of holding back, and quickly her hand retreated to be replaced by his own in a tight squeeze just between his tusks. The other, still clutching the handkerchief, eased her gingerly away from his side. Allie blushed and took the hint, leaning back to give the elephant some room as he took another hitching breath and turned his head away from her.

"Heh!" With her in such close vicinity, he made a concerted effort to clasp the flare of white over twitching nostrils, just in time to receive the full force of another titanic sneeze.

"HAEH'SSSHHHHN!!" As usual, one rarely seemed to satisfy him, nose wrinkling as he prepared for a second and a third to finish off the tickle. "HEIH'SHHHHH! ... - Heht'-KEHSSHNNN!!" The whole couch shook beneath them, and even after only a few minutes of use, his handkerchief was looking as though it had seen better days.

"Bless you," Allie breathed, heat pooling in her belly and yet with a nagging sense of guilt as well. "I'm sorry about that. No more trunk touching, I promised," she vowed, holding up a hand.

"Me ho ye," he groaned softly, then cringed with a lingering and tightly-muffled, "Heht'KSHHNNK!"

Her head tilted slowly to one side, trying to parse the words as English and failing. "Bless. What was that?"

Kwame looked up with a congested snuffle, eyes glazed. That last one seemed to have put him right back at square one with stuffiness, as he pointedly kept the cloth pressed to his nose. "A sneeze?"

Allie giggled helplessly. The poor thing, he was obviously worn ragged, and the fits of brain-rattling sneezing probably weren't helping. "Before that," she explained gently, popping off the couch as a sudden obnoxious keening from the kitchen signaled the water's boiling. "Is that... I dunno, Swahili?" She guessed, having no real idea what his first language was.

"Ah. No, it is Twi," he pronounced carefully after a beat to clear his nose. "Forgive me, I am not concentrating well, it slips sometimes..."

The calico was quiet for a minute as she poured and steeped the tea. She had never heard of it, but presumably there were hundreds of regional tongues and dialects that she had no idea about. "When did you leave Ghana?" She wondered hesitantly after a few beats of dredging up some honey and a slice of lemon. Whether or not it was how he cared to take it, the steadily increasing rasp of his voice was killing her to hear. "If that's not too personal..."

"I do not mind," came his reassurance as she padded back towards the couch with both cups. He accepted one with a nod of thanks, holding it steady between both hands and wrapping the end of his trunk loosely around the edge. She wondered if the heat perhaps made his raw sinuses feel better. "I left when I was seventeen, with my younger sister."

"And your parents, right?"

"No, just us," Kwame replied calmly, testing a sip of the tea and making an appreciative sound. "Mm, this is perfect."

Allie's mouth opened and closed a few times in surprise as she slowly sat back down next to him. He seemed so nonchalant about it, but hell she was still living in the comfortable safety net of her parents' income and support at 21. To be on his own and supporting his sister in a different country altogether...   

Deciding not to press the issue of his family too much, she squirmed herself close enough so that their hips touched. "How did you put yourself through school? You need a Master's to teach, right?"

He sniffled softly, touched the cloth to his nose again and winced slightly at the sensation. She half-glanced around for a box of tissues to supplement him with, but saw none in sight. Probably those held up to his sneezing about as well as her napkins had. "I worked three jobs for a while,  but scholarships and grants helped. Much of it is simply 'playing the system', TA-ing and doing exhibitions, that kind of thing. Why, you are considering a career move?" He chuckled, glancing down at her.

"Nah, I'm too much of a lit. junkie," she grinned, pulling her legs up sidelong onto the couch and debating putting her head into his shoulder. To hell with it, he'd put up with her traipsing all over his house, poking into his personal life and exacerbating his cold so far. Inching herself a bit closer, the cat angled herself to lean into him. He smelled like oil paints and mineral solvents, earthy and a bit metallic. She would allow her stomach that little flip as he shifted against her in turn and placed an arm gently around her thin shoulders.

Chapter 4

Allie breathed out a slow, contented sigh at his little display of mutual affection. Even if he'd claimed as much, it was reassuring to feel. She squirmed herself more surely under his arm, and exchanged his shoulder for leaning her cheek into his chest, delighting in the shift of his muscles as he breathed. He was warm, but not feverishly so, at least not yet, and discreetly laying an ear to the area above his lungs revealed no wheezing or crackling. It seemed the cold had settled quite firmly in his nose, evidenced by his repetitive sniffling as he tried to politely and quietly work through his congestion. "You still sound like you're feeling pretty low," she murmured sympathetically into the fabric of his shirt, though not quite sympathetically enough to give up his close proximity to let him blow his nose in peace.

"Physically, yes," Kwame admitted, turning to rest his jaw gently over the multi-colored strands of her hair. "But otherwise I am feeling very optimistic."

She had to grin at that, squeezing an arm around his middle. "Yeah, if I can quit making you sneeze for ten minutes," she lamented, only partially sorry.

Her professor seemed to take this as personal criticism, however teasing, and shifted a bit in discomfort. "Ah... I am sorry about that," he murmured, rubbing a hand over his trunk. She assumed this to be an emphasizing gesture rather than a warning this time, although the thought did make her want to writhe a little in imaginary anticipation. "If I could do it with less...production, I would gladly."

Allie permitted herself a girlish laugh. Had he really just called his own sneezing over-dramatic? It was, she admitted, but given the elephant's otherwise even temper and patience, she very much doubted that he played it up on purpose. Not his style, and somehow that made it even more arousing that he couldn't help but sneeze with such force. "I said you didn't have to apologize," she scolded, poking him in the side and delighting when he squirmed. "Hell, I can't even imagine what a tickle in a nose like that would feel like." She nodded to his trunk, mindful not to touch it. For now. "Surprised you don't blow a hole through the wall or something."

In spite of his obvious chagrin, Kwame permitted a slight laugh. "I have come quite close on occasion, trust me."

Much as she would have loved to hear more about those particular incidents, Allie's teasing simmered into comfortable silence. Comfortable for her, anyway, she was engrossed in the rise and fall of his chest with each breath, interspaced with occasional sips of tea. Distantly, she was aware that this little tete-a-tete would eventually have to end, as the occasional glance towards the window revealed the snow coming down with increasing fervency. She did want to make it back to the dorm before it got too nasty to drive, and yet she wasn't willing to give this up just yet.

"So, your sister. She's still here too?" She dredged back up their former conversation line, praying that she wasn't accidentally poking at anything traumatic. "Er, y'know, in this country I mean..."

Kwame's eyes creased slightly with a smile. "She is. We lived together until... mm, about two years ago. She has an apartment with some friends, I still see her regularly."

Allie grimaced at the thought of living with her sisters any longer than absolutely necessary, but he probably had a stronger bond with his own by nature of their situation. "But it must be nice not having to support a second person anymore, right?"

"Yes. Occasionally it is lonely, though."

Oh. That was a slightly sobering thought. She barely knew Kwame beyond his position as her professor and what they'd shared in the past few hours, but he seemed diligent and responsible to the point of not allowing for his own weaknesses and needs, if how he acted while sick was any indication. Maybe that position had been forced upon him, she couldn't be sure.

"I guess it would be..." She felt him inhale suddenly, sharply against her, and looked up with concern. Had she upset him? Her ears flattened and stomach tightened as she saw the pachyderm instead giving into a dazedly sneezy expression, brows drawn and trunk curling over. Oh...

"Heh!"

She nearly shivered at the sensation of his chest deeply under her head, and with anticipation at the idea of being so close to him when he eventually released. Kwame seemed distinctly less pleased with the idea. With one hand occupied draped around her shoulders and the other bracing his tea, he was left robbed of any appendages to snatch up the handkerchief resting in a ball on his lap. Hell, she would have gladly done so for him as she felt his arm already beginning to shift and withdraw from her shoulders, but the prickle of irritation was clearly already reaching its peak. Flinching in anguish, Kwame instead angled himself over the arm of the couch to spare her any chance of being sprayed. His trunk quivered weakly a moment, before snapping down as he sneezed at the floor with impressive potency.

"HAESSSSHHHHu!!"

Allie squeezed her other arm around his, effectively trapping it, and hugged herself close to revel in the helpless wracking shudder that passed through him. As usual, there was the follow-up twitching catch of his breath again, and she buried her face into his chest with aching anticipation.

"Heh...! Heh! ... H'SHIIEEUUH!" Definitely nothing politely reserved about those sounds, only pure desperation as he tried to blast the irritation quickly from his nose. He seemed to be having only marginal success, especially while simultaneously trying to avoid spilling the tea or crushing her in the reflexive tightening of his arm each time. No small feat when he clearly could feel nothing else but the repetitive need to sneeze. "H'AAAEESHHuh! ...H'EHSSSHHH!!"

"Bless you!"

Kwame cringed helplessly, fighting an obvious fifth. "Forgive me, I... I can't...  h'AAEESHHU!"

"S'because your nose is running. Here, blow..." she offered, releasing the arm around her shoulders and pushing the crumpled handkerchief into it. Kwame immediately doubled over into the cloth with a clenching, "H'FSSHHSHH!!!" that turned into a long, muffled exhalation of air through his trunk, squinting with effort for the duration. Evidently he'd given up on dignity for the sake of not sneezing his brains into his sinuses, though the last one and subsequent blow seemed to have at last abated the urge.  

"Gesundheit!"

Kwame groaned and sank down lower against the couch, looking as if he were tempted to apologize. Again. Instead, he breathed out a weak, "Thank you." Allie finally managed to rouse herself from his side now that his fit had ceased, and reached for both his tea and the handkerchief. He yielded one, but closed his fist firmly over the latter. "Er. You do not want it, trust me, it is quite used," he muttered, darkening with what she assumed to be his version of blushing. God, if he could get any cuter, even for being an eight-foot-tall pachyderm...

"I'll get you another one, then, where are they?"

His ears layed back and eyes drifted to the side. "You do not have to...I will get one in a moment," he sighed, apparently too exhausted to move for the time being.

Her tail swished with unease, but she didn't argue, instead taking the mugs to the kitchen and running them under the faucet. As taken as she was with the ailing elephant, it was obvious that his affection for her was diminishing the worse his symptoms got, as though he didn't want to expose her to the worst of them. Typical stubborn man, she sighed to herself, and reappeared at the couch's edge. "Kwame, really, do you want me to get out of your hair? I don't want to smother or annoy you or anything, here, and it is starting to come down pretty hard out there..."

He looked up with apparent surprise, almost wounded. "You are not annoying me..." He protested, then glanced to the window at the stinging flakes mingled with droplets of rain that had begun to patter over the panes of glass. "But... it is supposed to get much worse."

Allie nodded hesitantly, privately hoping she could make it back to her dorm even as it stood. She laid a hand gently to his brow, testing his temperature. Still hot, but not alarmingly so. "You going to be alright?"

Kwame nodded slowly against her hand, eyes closing. "I just need a shower and some rest, I think."

"Don't forget to eat too," she reminded him primly, wringing her hands with worry. He was a grown elephant and could, as he had mentioned or implied several times, take care of himself. She was still loathe to leave him to his misery like this, even if he seemed to desire nothing more at the moment.

He gave her a wry smile, recovering little by little. "Yes, thank you Nurse Allie." At last, he heaved himself up from the couch with a groan, once again towering over her as she showed her politely to the door. "Be careful out there," he added, glancing to the window again with a frown and nodding vaguely to indicate the weather and road conditions in general. "If it is too dangerous, you will turn around, yes? I will leave the door unlocked."

Surprised and privately touched by this insurance, she nodded and reached up to wrap her arms around his shoulders in a placating hug. He laid his trunk carefully over hers in return, despite its tenderness. "I will, no worries. I've driven in New England winters all my life," she laughed, trying to play off her unease. "Feel better, okay Kwame?"

"Yes, I will try."

And with that, she was making her way down the stairs and out into the bitter squalls beyond. If it had been cold earlier, it was certainly freezing now, her breath coming out in hesitant puffs. In the space of an hour or so, most of the traffic seemed to have moved off the road, as the squalls of white flakes and tell-tale sheen of ice over the road dictated. Shit. A few brave souls ventured down the main avenue, but their pace was slow and steady at best. Well, she sighed to herself, digging out the keys from her coat pocket, she hadn't been lying when she'd claimed to be a seasoned winter driver. She would have to take it slow, pray that the main highway had already been sanded and salted, and maybe she would get home before dark.

It took a few minutes just to clear the snow from her car and chip the thin layer of ice that had already formed on her windshield. She knew this was stupid, it hadn't looked nearly this bad from inside, but she was out here now and Kwame was obviously too sick to put up with much company. She would just have to suck it up. Wrestling the door open, she plunked herself inside her icebox on wheels and crossed her fingers for it to actually start. After a few puttering false starts, the engine rumbled to life, along with the returning blast of air from her heater vents. Allie sighed her relief. Well, that was one small victory.

Pulling out was slow going, and navigating the road was even slower. The sand trucks had already made a cursory pass through the main part of town, but she felt the steering wheel try to nudge itself out of her grasp more than once as her tires hit the occasional untouched patch of ice.

Just take your time, she recited to herself in slow mantra, wishing her wipers did more than smear the flakes and moisture around a bit as she tried to squint and focus on the tail-lights of the car ahead of her. Almost to the exit onto the highway, she'd just take it nice and easy and then oh my god snowbank!

Her subconscious had barely registered the car in front of her take the turn too sharply and go skidding across the road. It was instinct alone that slammed her breaks down and sent her own vehicle screeching and careening into the snowdrift at the side of the road with a solid crunch, just barely missing the other driver. For a long few moments the calico sat shaking where she was, breath coming in visible pants and fur standing on end. Okay. Okay. Alright. She was alive, she hadn't hit the other car. The snowbank wouldn't damage much but holy shit.

A squirrel popped out of the other car shortly, looking as badly shaken as she. Allie obligingly cracked her door open and stood, poking her head and shoulder out.

"You okay?" She called over.

"Y-yeah, shit I'm sorry," the squirrel gasped, laying a hand to his chest. "Didn't even see that patch of ice. Any dents or anything," he fretted, pacing over to inspect her car. She climbed out to assist, taking stock of both their vehicles. A few cars swung by at a slow crawl around them onto the exit, though since they hadn't entirely blocked the road, no one seemed inclined to stop. Typical, Allie thought bitterly to herself.

"I think we're okay," she observed, glancing back over to the squirrel. He was dressed in a business suit and tie, probably trying desperately to get home from work for the day. "Can you get out?"

"Y-yeah," he agreed, tail twitching. "Man, screw this," he shook his head, beginning to move back to his car. "I'm headed back to the office and waiting it out 'till this clears. Sorry again."

Much as she hated to admit it and even more to impose on her recently-abandoned friend, this was sounding like a very good idea. It was still another good fifteen minutes to campus even in favorable conditions, and she didn't relish going over the bridge near the lights in weather like this. Once the squirrel had edged his way back into the right lane and begun to head back towards town, she reluctantly pulled her way out with only a few false spin-out starts.

Okay. Plan B it was.

Chapter 5

Plan B was unexpectedly more intimidating to put into action than braving the drive back to campus had been. It was awkward to come shyly skulking back to Kwame's doorstep, even if they hadn't parted on a bad or uncomfortable note. Still, for all of her desires to make her professor more comfortable and relaxed, she seemed to be doing the opposite. She hated to condemn him to another few hours of that, but it was unarguably the smarter plan. She blew out a thoughtful breath, sitting in her car outside the apartment complex. The thin white vapor puffed visibly and fogged on the driver's side window. She wiped it away again with a scowl, and paused as the cleared view showed the soft glow of a convenience store's lights still on a couple of blocks down.

Now, there was an idea.

Fifteen minutes and dollars later, Allie was feeling slightly less intrusive with her return. Now, at least, she had something to offer her ailing friend besides flitting around with no idea where any of his cold comforts were kept. She made a hasty egress out of the still-worsening wind and weather, and picked her way up to Kwame's flat. There another little fit of anxiety struck her as she stood outside the door. Somehow he was so relaxing in person, inspiring her to be chatty and even a little bit sassy, but letting herself overthink the situation had her fur bristled and tail low with uncertainty.

Well, only one obvious way to fix that situation. Her knuckles rapped hesitantly the paneled wood, and she called out a hesitating, "Kwame?"

There was no immediate response. The calico danced her weight back and forth for a few moments, before trying again, a little louder. She prayed that he hadn't already dropped off to sleep, with the possibility of being awoken by her knocking. She tilted her ear to the door for a minute, and thought she could faintly detect the hiss of running water. Hmm. Well he was definitely still home at least.

"Kwame?" Louder, still. "It's me, I couldn't make it back..."

Another space of silence, and she considered testing the handle. He had said he'd keep the door unlocked in case of just such an instance, but if she'd had problems even slinking back to his place, she was hardly about to go barging in without--

The door abruptly came open, its frame instead filled by a very large and very much half-naked pachyderm. "Allie?"

She stared at him for what seemed to be a good solid five minutes, albeit probably only a couple of seconds in retrospect. He was wearing pants, thank God, loose black drawstring ones, though these must have been tossed on at the last moment as he was clearly just out of the shower. She made an unexpectedly strenuous effort not to let her eyes roam appreciatively up and down his naked torso. Damn, he was built. Not in the carved, bulked up gym rat way, there were no bulging veins or exquisitely cut abs, but instead the kind of body befitting a strong man's or heavy lifting competitor. All of his strength was in the thick muscles padding his core and powerful arms, lending his figure a more natural, if intimidating appearance. She wondered if he played catch with tractors or something in his free time. Either way, she wasn't sure if it was disturbing or arousing to know that her gentle, friendly art professor could probably bust her head open like a watermelon if he'd wanted to.


"Um," she got out, darting her eyes back up to his face as she felt herself color. She held the plastic bag of supplies out at arm's length. "Iranintoasnowbank, canIwaitoutthestormhere?"

Kwame blinked steadily. He'd been using one end of a large towel to squeeze the water out of his dreads, but paused to let it drape around his neck instead. "A little slower, please," he encouraged gently. "My English is fair, but... something about a snowbank?"

The cat dropped her head and arms, looking at his bare feet. "The car in front of me spun out just before the highway exit, I just missed him but I plowed into a snowbank. I didn't even get halfway there and I'm sure it's worse on the highway so, uh..."

She jumped to feel both of his hands suddenly on her shoulders, and looked up to find herself the subject of a furrowed brow and a fretting eye as he took cursory visual stock of her to ensure she still had all her limbs and fur. "Are you alright?"

Allie nodded hastily, spreading one hand and swishing her tail to confirm that she hadn't lost anything in the little incident. "Y-yeah, I'm fine, so is my car and the other guy. Just a little shaken, and I didn't really want to gamble on making it the rest of the way."

As if just realizing that they were still standing half in the hallway, Kwame stepped back suddenly, widening the gape of the door and turning aside to allow her entrance. "Ah, forgive me, of course you may stay. I am only glad you are safe. Had I realized how bad it was outside..."

The calico skittered back into the welcoming, if only recently abandoned atmosphere of his apartment, flicking her tail in last before the door shut behind her. "I didn't either, the salt trucks have barely touched it. I'll just stay out of your way until it lets up or something, I'm sorry about this." Nevermind that evening was already fast approaching, and by the time the storm let up, if it let up tonight, the driving would be no less unnerving on darkened roads.

"Why do you apologize? You cannot control the weather, and I do not mind the company."

Allie poked her fingers together, looking at him with some uncertainty. "Yeah, but you said you needed some rest."

Kwame cast her an amused look, having gone back to blotting the moisture out of his hair. "I will not be running any marathons, but I will manage. As you said, being sick alone 'sucks'." As if to emphasize the point, he hesitated a moment with expression growing steadily irritated, before promptly doubling forward into the towel with a punctuating "H'SSSHMMff!" Allie was mildly impressed and partially disappointed that the towel so far seemed the only thing large enough to completely cover his nose and sneeze. It was a nice consolation prize watching the muscles of his stomach and chest clench with the effort, she decided.

"Bless you. Here," he offered, holding out the plastic bag again. "I uh... didn't go tearing through your cupboards or anything so I dunno what you already had, but I grabbed some basic stuff from that convenience store down the street. Orange juice, tissues, canned soup, some decongestants, that sort of thing..."

Recovering with a fresh set of sniffles, Kwame accepted the bag from her and peeked inside. "You did not have to spoil me," he remarked with obvious surprise at the length she'd gone to. "But thank you, Allie, I...h-heh..."

Having some notion of what was coming as he turned his head into a shoulder, she gingerly took the supplies back from him and relocated it to the kitchen counter while he fought a battle of quivering breaths and trunk.

"HEH'SHIEUHH!" The first escaped him, sneezed abruptly at the floor, but the next few he managed to clamp into shuddering, muffled explosions beneath the cover of the towel. "H'MPHHSSH! ...H'SSSHNN!"

They came on quick and not quite as immensely draining as his previous ones, forced out in a neat succession rather than painfully dragged. He exhaled shakily in the aftermath, however, as he picked his head up blearily from the towel. "Excuse me. What... was I saying?" He wondered, rubbing at one eye.

"You were saying that you were going to sit down and watch a bad movie or something before you knock yourself out," Allie embellished, torn between biting her lip with want and taking the elephant's elbow with sympathy. "And bless you, shower didn't help the sneezing any?" Not that she minded.

"Eh," Kwame dismissed, but obediently wandered into the next room to dispose of the towel and shrug into a clean shirt. A muscle shirt, granted, but she imagined that finding clothes in his size was pretty much limited to the tough guy or mountain man look. "The soap tends to make it worse."

The mental image of him fitfully sneezing at clusters of soap bubbles landing on his trunk was almost too cute for her to stand. A little weak-kneed, Allie wobbled into the kitchen. "I'm making you soup."

"Are you?"

"Did you eat?"

Kwame shook his head in admission.

"Then I'm making soup," she declared. At least it would give her something to do. "You sit and rest."

Her professor was smiling. "So bossy," he teased, but gingerly lowered himself back onto the sofa, sniffling regularly. "You looked as if you were about to turn around and face the bad driving again, a few minutes ago."

Jeez, even he noticed. "Apparently you have that affect on a woman," she teased right back, waving a wooden spoon at him and covering her blush as she went around fetching a pot and bowls. Despite her mild embarassment, she continued after a few moments of thought. "I was just... I dunno. I know I really don't actually know you that well, but you seemed like you'd rather be left alone than fussed over."

She heard him sigh softly. "I did not mean to make you feel unwelcome, I am just... not used to being taken care of. It is usually the opposite."

"Yeah, I kinda got that," she agreed gently, dumping the soup into the pot to heat. It wasn't really cooking per se, but it was hot and vegan. She'd guessed on that bit, but better safe than sorry. He seemed Bohemian enough to hit, well... most of the stereotypes, she mused as she recalled his musculature with a little private shiver of pleasure. "Unfortunately, your supporter and provider instincts are no match for my mothering ones."

Kwame chuckled softly. "Ah, to this I yield," he smiled. She was gratified to hear the tv come on at low volume a few moments later as he quietly resigned himself to her orders.

Chapter 6

Allie had precisely no idea how much an elephant typically ate. She assumed it was more than a cat, but most of Kwame's dishes and silverware seemed to be of normal size, so she sufficed with a deep soup bowl. She'd managed a quick stop at the dining hall before his class earlier, but she'd snagged herself some peanut butter and crackers at the convenience store anyway in the event that she was forced to stay the night. It was something she was dreading, and yet she couldn't deny being secretly thrilled with the prospect as well. It would be awkward, certainly, but it did present the opportunity to hang around her ailing companion a bit more, as well as taking voyeuristic pleasure in all of his symptoms. That last bit probably made her a terrible person, taking pleasure in his suffering and all, but to her credit she was at least trying to make him feel better.

Pushing the thought from her head, she clicked the stove off with a sigh and made a quick arrangement of toast and steaming minestrone. Spartan, but it would do.

"Hope you're hungry," she chirped, carting her offerings over with a little practiced swish of her hips and tail. She'd waitressed at a lowbrow bar and grill her first couple years of school for some extra pocket money, much to her mother's dismay, and the sashaying balancing act hadn't quite left her.

"A six course meal already?" Kwame tsked playfully, still gazing at the television without any real focus. Some sort of historical documentary, by the look of it. She could get behind that, but first things first. He looked up as she approached, and offered a gentle, if exhausted smile. "Ah, well, this is fine as well."

"For that? No dessert," she teased right back, gratified that he seemed pleased with her efforts anyway, judging by the appreciative incline of his head as she set the soup down on the coffee table before him. "Sorry it's just instant stuff, but at least it'll get something hot in you."

To match the outside, her brain added crudely, a thought which she hastily stamped out before the connection reached her mouth.

"Please," Kwame reassured gently, the corners of his eyes crinkling. "It is much too kind of you, I was only teasing. Thank you, Allie."

She waffled for a moment or two as he bent forward to take up the spoon and a crust of bread. Much as she would have liked to cuddle right back up on the couch with him as before, he seemed to have enough trouble with sneezing in her immediate vicinity. She wasn't sure she wanted to press the boundaries of his comfort by clinging to his arm as he tried to eat, as well. Later, she promised herself, eyeing one of the aforementioned biceps as he raised a spoonful of soup to his mouth. For now, she drifted behind the couch and let her eyes wander around the room a bit, eventually falling once more to the area she'd assumed to be a spare bedroom. The door was open, and if she meandered close enough, she could see bare floor and canvases within.

"Is that your studio?"

Kwame swallowed and glanced away from the television, following her gaze. "Ah, yes. You may feel free to explore," he offered lightly, as if surprised with himself for not having made that clear earlier. "Though there is only the bedroom and bathroom, besides that one."

Well, she hadn't intended to go sorting through his underwear drawer or anything, but with that permission, she was only too happy to go scooting over to the room of interest and take a peek inside. For the most part, it was unfurnished, the floor looking as if it had hosted carpeting at one time although it had since been torn up and sanded down, and the walls a plain honey-neutral tone. Several rumpled drop cloths had been draped here and there, presumably to avoid his landlord's wrath at any potential paint spills. There was little in the way of furniture, predictably, but for a long table, some crates, a stool, and a couple of easels. The rest of the space was easily occupied by a half-dozen paintings in various stages of completion, and twice that many pieces she assumed to be finished.

Some of them were abstracts, like the ones hung up in the living room, others were obvious subject or landscape studies, and all of them made her subtly jealous of his vision. She tried not to be, he had been at this much longer and with more dedication than she, along with obvious natural talent, but she still spent a few minutes giving herself a private "gallery tour" of the small space. His colors... guh, his colors. How he made them so damned rich without being overly saturated or artificial looking was beyond her. Most of the pieces were in oils, the smell of them permeated the little room, and some still with a sheen of wetness to them. She spent a long while admiring a trio of smaller paintings depicting some haybales in an early winter field at various times of the day.

The next piece down the line, finished and half-overlapped by another work in progress, made her linger even longer. Thus far she'd been careful not to touch anything, but with infinite care she gingerly moved the painting-to-be aside and stepped back to admire the portrait beneath. She hadn't seen any of those from him yet, and this one had obviously been rendered with immense attention and love. The subject was an elephant, female, with a calm, elegant face and wickedly mischievous eyes. She wore approximately eight pounds of various mismatched jewelry, eclectic clothes, and her hair in short, dark dreadlocks.

"Did you get lost?" Kwame's voice intoned suddenly from the living room, making her start almost out of her fur. She'd forgotten where she even was for a moment, having been so consumed by the artwork.

"Not yet! Is this your sister?" She called back, peeking around the corner of the doorway to pinpoint where he was still sitting on the couch, blowing gently on a spoonful of soup.

He didn't have to get up to know which piece she was indicating. "Ah, yes, that is my brat Njiri," he agreed with a measured degree of exasperated affection. "I told her I would paint her something for her birthday, this year. Evidently the choice had come down to a portrait, or a robot fighting a giant squid on the moon. Her ego won out."

"I was going to say it's incredibly beautiful, she's incredibly beautiful, but I think I'm just sorely disappointed now that I don't get to see the other thing."

Kwame chuckled softly, bringing a loose fist to his mouth when it turned into a series of coughs instead. "Perhaps for your birthday, then."

Her heart panged with sympathy at his brief coughing fit, and she swept back out of the studio to join him on the couch. She seated herself a reasonable distance away, opting not to press her luck or his comfort levels by scooting too close. Yet. "It's in two weeks..." She wheedled with a little grin, earning a mirroring smile from him, if a little weary.

"Somewhat short notice. An end-of-the-semester gift, then."

Allie permitted herself a little giggle, not really thinking anything of the promise, and edged a little closer. He seemed to be finished with the soup, and had nibbled faithfully on the toast, and she was satisfied that he at least wouldn't be going hungry for a bit. "I like her taste, anyway. Tell me more about her." And then, because she acknowledged that it was going to happen anyway, "Can I sit with you?"

She was gratified to see that Kwame didn't even hesitate in opening an arm invitingly to her. She was quick to swoop back under it as she had before, stretching her own across his middle as she leaned into his solid figure. He wasn't exactly soft and cushy, but somehow very satisfying to cuddle with all the same. Oh yes, she could get used to this...

"Ah, she is the... polar opposite of me, I am told," he observed, sniffling softly and searching a free hand absent-mindedly across the cushions and his legs for the handkerchief. The situation did not appear to be dire, however, as he continued. "She is very... loud, charismatic. Boisterous."

She grinned against him, refusing to acknowledge the little flare of white she spied poking out from between the couch cushions, where the handkerchief had fallen. "Those sound like nice ways of saying she was a pain in your ass."

He laughed again, and she shivered at feeling his body tremble with the effect. It was almost like his sneeze, albeit a bit more relaxed, controlled. "That too, yes. She plays with a local metal band, if you can believe that..."

An art professor and his metalhead sister? "Kwame," she addressed him gravely, looking up to meet his eyes. "... seriously, where do I sign up to be part of your family? That's cool as hell. My sisters do like... badminton and stupid country club shit..."

Only once the comment was out did it occur to her that he might take an entirely different spin to it, one that would be not just pushing her boundaries but mowing them down in a tank, guns blazing. Fortunately, the elephant only gave her a passive smile as he rubbed a hand beneath the arch of his trunk, still sniffling. "Country Club? You come from..." His expression twitched briefly, a splitsecond faltering that made her stomach clench with want. "Excuse me, I have to.. s-sneeze..." He turned from her, holding the back of a hand politely beneath his nose as it trembled slightly.

Allie turned herself into his chest indulgently and braced herself as she felt it hitch once, twice...saw his trunk give that last little ticklish spasm...

And then nothing. The pachyderm exhaled a rushing, irritated sigh at relief denied, and fell back on rubbing and rubbing. She made a little noise of sympathy and squeezed the wrist draped over her shoulder.

"Jeez, that must kill you when that happens..."

"It is very frustrating," he agreed weakly. "My trunk... becomes so unbearably sensitive when I have a cold. Every errant breeze or bit of dust seems.. hh-hh!" He held it for a second, released it again, eyes watering. "Seems to tickle."

God, was he trying to kill her?

"Aww. Y'want me to...?" She raised a hand to make a little illustrative gesture in the air, implying some manual tickling aid. Oh, if only...

To her disappointment, however, Kwame only shook his head with another firm sniff. "Thank you, but no. The last thing I need is to have a fit," he smiled faintly, seeming a bit more stable, as if perhaps the itch had receded for the time being. "Or for you to catch this, if you haven't already..."

She shrugged a bit, the concern hardly even registering on her radar, but obediently kept her hands to herself. Maybe she ought to back off a bit. Sighing, she rested her ear quietly on his shoulder, unwilling to give that much up at least. "Hey, can you switch it to the weather for a minute?" She wondered, gesturing to the television. "Wanna see how bad the driving's gonna be for the night."

He obediently cycled through the channels for a few moments before finally coming to rest on the local weatherman, a handsome middle-aged buck in his typical dark suit making exaggerated gestures over the forecast maps behind him. "...-- with freezing rain through the night and snowstorms through 'till Saturday morning. Get out your snowblowers and generators, folks," he laughed. "It's gonna be a long weekend."

Allie groaned in disbelief as she passed a hand over her face. Freezing rain through the night?! Shit...

"That does not sound good," Kwame intoned, voice rumbling softly beneath her. She sighed and turned her cheek more surely into his shoulder, rubbing subconsciously as she sought a bit of solace. She had always been an incorrigible glutton for cuddling. She was relieved a moment later to feel his large palm squeeze gently around her arm and rub in the direction of her fur.

"It's not. Might have to sleep outside your door for the night," she laughed awkwardly, unsure if he would catch her meaning.

"Don't be ridiculous, Allie, you may stay here."

"Really?" She got out in earnest surprise, along with a huge welling of relief. He'd caught on, he'd offered. Thank God, she wasn't relishing the awkwardness of having to beg, and she certainly wasn't about to brave the streets in the freezing dark. "I'll stay out of your way, I promise, I'll just clean up a bit and get anything you need and you won't even know I'm here."

"Excepting your constant stream of thought," he teased, and received a quick pinch in his side for the playful dig. "Ah! Go easy, I am an invalid..." The elephant feigned a slight swoon.

Delighted with his good humor even in the face of exhaustion and a terrible cold, Allie gave in to temptation and leaned forward to hug him from the front, carefully avoiding jostling his trunk. It necessitated nearly sitting in his lap, with their positions, but it felt damned nice to not-so-discreetly feel up his muscles through the thin material of his sleeveless shirt.

"Ah, it didn't hurt. Quit whinin', you look like you juggle three hundred pound weights in your spare time," she grinned, feeling him laugh softly beneath her and his hands adjust her to a more comfortable position perched upon one of his legs. Cliche as it seemed, she felt her heart flutter a bit, and all of the boundaries of teacher and student fly right out the window with it, into the rainy night.

And yet, for all of the strange progression of events throughout the day, it still didn't seem like a bad idea. Excepting, maybe, that he might blow her into the television if the urge to sneeze returned too suddenly. She kept a conscious distance from the tip of his trunk, just in case.

"Do I?"

"Yeah," she agreed, reaching to feel up one of his biceps a bit more blatantly, if not exactly lewdly. Just appreciative. "What's up with that, I wouldn't have pegged an artist for the body builder type..."

"I'm not," he dismissed with a smile. "You asked how I put myself through school... I used to work as a bouncer, competed in weightlifting contests if there were cash prizes... things like this."

She nodded her understanding, but leaned back to give him an appraising look. "A bouncer? You seem so... I dunno. Passive. I mean not like a wussy passive, but just... uh..."

The calico trailed off a bit, both for lack of words and for lack of focus as she watched her professor's expression scrunch up a bit and his trunk twitch with a quick, deep sniff or two. "Just...not very..."

"Uh-hh!" He exhaled helplessly as her sentence wandered into oblivion, clearly not paying any more attention to it than she was. His hands began to arch towards her arms, with the intent of moving her away no doubt, but Allie was faster. Nimble fingertips darted out to quickly lay across either side of his trunk where it met his face, pinching gently. His breath caught accordingly, the tip of the appendage held in weak suspension, before he slowly relaxed at the gingerly massaging touch she offered.

"Did that help?" She wondered tentatively, when he seemed alright again, only half-wondering if he could feel the searing heat of her right down through their clothes as she perched on him. Wouldn't that be awkward to try and explain...

"Oddly, yes," he admitted, and brought a hand gently to her hip as he gave a small, apologetic crinkle of his eyes. "Forgive the interruption, what were you saying?"

She thought back a moment. What had she been saying? It was getting rather difficult to concentrate or remember anything when Kwame showed signs of having to sneeze. "Oh! I was saying you don't seem very aggre--"

"HEH'SSHIEEUHHH!!"

The urge had apparently returned in full-force before either of them could hinder it, prompting a little nervous squeak from the cat as his body shook violently beneath her, having just managed to turn his head in time to avoid catching her. Oh, god...

"Excuse.... h-heh! ....H'SSHHHHSH!"

Ah, hell. As much as she would have given to see her subject of interest caught in the convulsive throes of a sneezing fit, even she had to admit that it wouldn't be any good for him right now. "Kwame," she murmured in urgent sympathy as he drew another hitching breath or two, reaching a hand for the base of his trunk again.

He jerked his head doggedly away from her seeking touch, expression tightly crinkling as he fought the surge in irritation. "Allie, don't... I don't wish to...   HEH'SHIEEUHHHH!!"

He hadn't quite been able to turn himself away for that one, and Allie was conscious of three things. First, that she felt like she'd just been hit in the chest at point-blank range with an airsoft cannon. Second, she could no longer feel Kwame beneath her, but soft berber carpet under her head. Third, she was conscious, and confused, but everything had gone rather suddenly black, and she could no longer hear the tv nattering in the background. What the...

Chapter 7

"Allie!" She felt rather than saw Kwame hurriedly move off the couch, and was relieved at least that her hearing hadn't left her. "U-se, I am so sorry," he begged gently, laying a hand to her arm. "Are you alright?"

She blinked a moment over that, taking stock of the situation once more. She was fairly sure she hadn't hit her head on anything but the carpet, and after collecting her thoughts and rubbing at her chest where she'd taken the brunt of the blast, she pushed herself up onto her elbows. "Uh, I'm not... sure? Everything's black..." That was the most worrying part, by far.

Kwame was silent a moment, before giving a weak, relieved-sounding laugh in the darkness. "Yes. It is." A beat, and then he offered in further explanation, "The power went out."

Oh. Oh. That made a lot more sense. Breathing out a somewhat shaky sigh of relief herself that she hadn't gone suddenly blind from the short fall, she closed a hand over his. "So you sneezed the power out?" She tried to joke a bit as she sat up, recovering from the little episode. "That's pretty impressive... scared the shit out of me, though."

He forced a soft chuckle for her benefit, though she could hear that he still seemed a bit shaken. "I think... it was just very poor timing, but I... I apologize, I did not mean to hurt or scare you..." The woeful regret in his voice almost killed her, and if she wasn't afraid of accidentally jostling his trunk again in the blackness and setting him off again, she would have immediately and instinctively wrapped him up in a reassuring hug. Instead, she tightly squeezed the hand in hers, even pressed it to her cheek for a moment.

"You didn't... hurt me, I mean. That was just... surprising, holy shit. Bless you, by the way."

"Thank you..."

They both waited a beat of uncertain silence, but for Kwame's hesitant snuffling, before Allie ventured to state the obvious.

"It's... uh... not coming back on," she observed, squinting around her a bit, albeit keeping her hands tightly entwined around the elephants, as if a means of grounding herself in the dark. Even her acute feline eyes couldn't pick out much of anything apart from some vague shapes of furniture and the large, looming presence of her professor beside her, kneeling she thought. There was no light filtering in from the windows apart from the last dying grey shades of twilight, indicating that the outage had probably extended to the rest of the block as well.

"Not so far... the rain sounds worse, though," Kwame observed in turn, fanning an ear towards the window where she too could detect the patter of icy rain probably freezing slick to everything it touched. When a few more moments passed with no reassuring hum of electricity returning to life nor resumed background noise of the television, Allie sighed in defeat.

"It set in pretty fast for branches to be knocking it out already," she began skeptically. "But either way, might be a while before they get out to fix it," she mumbled, lowering his hand to her lap and letting her own ears pan out to the sides in dismay. "I... I'm sorry about bein' stuck here, in your way for all of this," she added, more quietly. As intrigued by and fond as she was of the pachyderm and as easily as their personalities seemed to mesh, she couldn't help coming back to the fact that he was still her professor. She'd only meant to impose on him for a cup of tea, not the duration of an ice storm and a power outage.

"Daabi," he told her in a dismissive tone that she assumed to mean something to the negative effect. "You are not in my way, I was about to apologize that you are stuck here with me. I am not the best company at the moment, and under these circumstances..."

Smiling ruefully, she gave his wrist an admonishing little pinch. "I think it's pretty obvious I've got a big fat crush on you, Kwame," she pointed out, feeling herself flush hotly beneath her fur, and seemingly only able to admit this so bluntly in the safety of the darkness. Reminding herself what he'd said earlier about showing some inclination for her as well helped to bolster her confidence a bit. "A little cold and uh... a huge helping of awkwardness isn't going to deter me much."

She felt and heard him laugh again, soft but more genuine this time, and she congratulated herself quietly on wrinkles smoothed for once, instead of made worse. "Then I am grateful for your stubbornness," he teased quietly, sniffled, and then sniffled again. Heedless of this and more relieved at having addressed this unspoken...well, elephant in the room, Allie felt her way gently up his arm until she could scoot in to risk a quick hug.

"Oh, you haven't seen anything yet," she warned with a soft laugh, before pulling back again. Even if she'd managed to duck in quite safely, however, their mutual blindness still didn't make for very good coordination, and she winced as she felt her elbow bump his nose a bit sharply. "Er, sorry..."

"Hhh!"

Shit. Almost instinctively, she threw the same arm up over her face and ducked to brace herself this time.

"HEIH'SSSHHH!!"

It proved to be a precaution worth taking. Either because he couldn't see where to turn in order to avoid catching her, or due to the lack of warning and time to readjust, she again felt that sharp blast of air hit her square in the shoulder, knocking her back into a half-sprawl. It didn't hurt, precisely, but it was startling, and she felt her heart quicken as she heard him inhale shakily again.

"Hh-heeihh!"

Fetal position, assumed!

"Hh' -- SSSSHHIEUHH!!"

This time, she only felt the strong exhale ripple past her body, fluffing out her fur and her tail. Her ears caught his breath weakly relaxing, and so slowly, hesitantly she uncurled herself and sat back up.

"S-sorry about that," she offered, almost mewling. "Didn't mean to bump you."

"Me ho ye, it was an accident. Are you alright? It came on too fast to..."

Remembering how upset he'd seemed the first time, she verbally waved the concern off and lied, "No, no, you missed me, it's fine. Bless you." A hand rubbed at her shoulder nevertheless as she carefully, carefully scooted around to sit by his hip instead. Her whole body might have felt taut as a bowstring whenever he started sneezing, but in the dark and unfamiliar atmosphere, it would be very easy to accidentally crack her skull open on the coffee table or something, getting hit point-blank by one of those thrillingly powerful explosions.

She felt him shift suddenly, and for a tense, breathless moment she feared he was preparing to sneeze again. Damn, how sensitive was that impressively long nose of his? However, there came no tell-tale catch of breath or preparatory tremble of his body, only the shuffling of fabric as he slid something out of his pocket and-- ahh! Blessed light!

With her eyes having already begun their adjustment to the dark, Allie had to squint a bit before she identified the source of luminance as Kwame's cell phone, flipped open to diffuse a hazy blue aura into the immediate area. Weak, still, but it was a lot better than nothing. "I just remembered," he explained, smiling sheepishly as he gestured with the phone, the wash of cyan light doing odd things to his dark, lined skin and peculiar dimensions as he slowly stood. "But I do have some candles. Just a moment..."

A few minutes of scrounging through cabinets and drawers produced half a dozen candles in various mismatched sizes and shapes. But a wick was a wick, and after digging up a little box of matches, they had them spaced out around the room and lit to surprisingly good effect. The candlelight, she decided, was much more flattering, even romantic to his features. The warm glow brought out the soft, earthy tones of his skin and the whiteness of his tusks, while dark, soft shadows making his brow and cheekbones seem quite elegantly carved.

"Is it colder in here?" She wondered offhandedly as she sank back onto the couch, looking hopefully to the pachyderm that he might do the same.

"It is," he agreed, seating himself slowly, hesitantly beside her, as if he feared at any moment she might go flying off the cushions due to some wildly unrestrained and unexpected sneeze. Allie recovered the handkerchief at last from the cushions and pressed it into his lap just in case, a gesture for which he seemed grateful. "Thank you... the building has electric heat. I will need to dig out the extra blankets, I think."

"Body heat works wonders too," she suggested innocently, ears tilting coyly out. In spite of himself, Kwame smiled wryly.

"I meant for tonight, but yes, body heat does help," he agreed, sniffling a bit into the white flare of handkerchief and dabbing it with immense care over the tip of his trunk, lest he set himself off again. "Would that I could so much as hug you without...h-huh...without..."

Allie felt much braver about quietly cuddling into his side while he was holding his nose firmly in check. She didn't, after all, want to miss the delicious, sofa-shuddering force that went hand in hand with his helplessly explosive sneezes.

"HEH'SSSHHHNN!" He got out, muffled by fabric but lending his expression a twitchy, unsatisfied cast until his muscled chest was once again expanding. "Hhh... Hhh'SSSSHHNN!  ... Heiih -- SSSHHH! Uh."

Kwame gave his head a weak, dazed shake, and when he spoke again, it was through a thick haze of irritated congestion brought on by the decidedly more nasal, ticklish-sounding sneezes. "Excuse be. Withoud doi'g thad..."

"Bless. Kwame, your nose is like three feet long, and you have a cold. It's kind of a recipe for disaster any way you slice it," she reminded him, patting his leg a bit, although her words only served to lower the slight droop of his ears even further. Damn. "Sorry, I just mean...it's expected, quit beatin' yourself up over...over...." She watched the base of his trunk wrinkle and twitch with sniffling inhales a few times, and hastily cleared her throat, beginning to tense. "Do you have to...?"

"Constad'tly," he sighed, folding the handkerchief over. "But do', I just... will you pardo'd be?"

Without strictly waiting for an answer -- and perhaps wisely, since Allie was still busy trying to decipher his words through the thickness of his accent and congestion -- he rose from the couch again. Still clutching the handkerchief to his nose, Kwame retreated into the bedroom, and after a few beats, she heard him quietly, but firmly clearing his trunk. She was torn between smirking to herself and sighing. Well, they were making a little progress, at least.

